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Praeclarus Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 394 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in.
x 0.9in.Birth Ambassadors documents the social history of the emergence of doula care in the
United States. What are doulas and where did they come from Why do women become doulas What
does it mean to be a doula Birth Ambassadors is the only book to fully answer these questions by
connecting narrative accounts with critical sociological analysis of the dilemmas and issues
embodied in doula history and practice. Based on historical research and interviews with currently
practicing doulas and leaders in the field, Birth Ambassadors argues that the doula role is
underpinned by ideological commitments to several overlapping and, at times, conflicting ideas
around childbirth. These include an understanding of pregnancy and birth from the midwifery
model, a belief in womens right to make informed choices regarding their health care, the need for
patientconsumer advocacy and unconditional emotional support for womens choices about their
births. Birth Ambassadors explores how this constellation of beliefs within doula practice represents
an innovative yet problematic response within the maternity reform movement to empower
women during and after childbirth. Doulas are ambassadors to the world of birth, highlighting
womens emotional experience...
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A brand new eBook with a new standpoint. I have got read through and i also am confident that i will gonna read again once again down the road. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Miss Sha nnon Hilll V-- Miss Sha nnon Hilll V

Totally among the best ebook I have ever go through. It can be rally exciting throgh looking at period. Its been printed in an extremely straightforward way
which is just soon after i finished reading this pdf by which actually transformed me, change the way i believe.
-- Mr . Mer vin Wa lsh-- Mr . Mer vin Wa lsh
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